
 

 
 
 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

MARSHALL DIVISION 

MAD DOGG ATHLETICS, INC. )  
 )  

Plaintiff, )  
 )  

v. ) C.A. No. _____________ 
 )  
PELOTON INTERACTIVE, INC. ) DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
 )  

Defendant. )  
   

COMPLAINT FOR PATENT INFRINGEMENT 

Plaintiff Mad Dogg Athletics, Inc. (“MDA”) hereby alleges, for its Complaint against 

Defendant Peloton Interactive, Inc. (“Peloton”), on personal knowledge as to MDA’s own actions 

and on information and belief as to the actions of others, as follows:  

OVERVIEW OF THE ACTION 

1. MDA created the indoor cycling market with the introduction of its Spinning® bikes 

and programs in the early 1990s and has been a source of continuous innovation in the fitness 

industry over the past 25 years. In 1994, cyclists and entrepreneurs John Baudhuin and Johnny 

Goldberg (affectionately known as “Johnny G” in the Spinning® community) founded MDA to 

develop the Spinning® indoor cycling program and the Spinner® line of bikes. When John and 

Johnny G started manufacturing bikes in a garage a few years earlier, they never imagined their 

cycling-based program and indoor cycling bikes would one day become a global fitness 

phenomenon and create an entirely new market in the fitness industry. As cyclists, the two were 

looking to build a better stationary bike for cycling training, and together they built the first 

Spinner® indoor cycling bike using the ergonomics, feel and geometry of a real road bike. Unlike 

traditional stationary bikes that were ridden in a seated position, the frame geometry of the 
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Spinner® indoor cycling bikes allowed riders to alternate seated and standing positions as they 

would when riding out on the road. By incorporating a high-quality rigid steel frame and 

components found on traditional road bikes like aluminum cranks, shift levers to adjust resistance, 

clipless pedals, aerodynamic handlebars and racing saddles, John and Johnny created the first 

indoor cycling experience for riders that simulated the feel of riding out on the road. 

 

   An original Spinner® bike from 1993 

 

2. Between 1991 and 1994, the two manufactured approximately 150 indoor cycling 

bikes that went to select studios and gyms in Los Angeles and New York. With John running the 

business and Johnny G tirelessly promoting the Spinning® program, the pair realized that their 

indoor cycling program was quickly becoming a mainstream fitness craze. In 1993, Rolling Stone 

named “Spinning” the “hot exercise” in the magazine’s annual “hot list.” With the success of their 

indoor bikes and cycling program, John and Johnny officially incorporated MDA on April 14, 
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1994, and shortly thereafter registered and trademarked the Spin®, Spinning® and Spinner® names 

for its extended range of bikes, programs and products. 

3. As demand for Spinner® bikes rapidly increased, MDA licensed its technology and 

trademarks and outsourced manufacturing to Schwinn to help commercialize the Spinning® indoor 

cycling bikes and concept. From the very beginning, MDA was not only focused on manufacturing 

its bikes, but also incorporating the science of cycling and performance training into its programs 

and classes. In 1995, MDA launched the Spinning® Instructor Certification Program to train the 

growing number of fitness professionals interested in teaching indoor cycling classes. The 

Spinning® Instructor Certification Program quickly became the gold standard for indoor cycling 

education and certification. To date, MDA has trained over 300,000 instructors and has reached 

millions of enthusiasts in over 80 countries through a worldwide network of thousands of fitness 

studios and gyms. 

 

Spinning Event, Italy 2020 
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4. After Schwinn filed for bankruptcy in 2001, MDA created a new line of Spinner® 

bikes that incorporated the latest advances in manufacturing technology. The Spinner® NXT 

became the first indoor cycling bike to incorporate corrosion-resistant aluminum into its designs. 

Not satisfied with having Spinning® bikes, classes and programs available only in studios and 

clubs, MDA embarked on an ambitious program to make indoor cycling available to fitness 

enthusiasts in their homes. In 2003, MDA launched its first Spinner® indoor cycling bike and video 

series focused on bringing the same expert coaching found in Official Spinning® Facilities to riders 

at home. Shortly thereafter, Johnny G retired from the business to pursue other interests. 

5. Realizing that there was an increasing demand for home-based Spinning® indoor 

cycling bikes, programs and content, MDA expanded its line of indoor cycling bikes for the home 

and its library of instructor-led classes on DVD. In 2008, MDA forever changed the indoor cycling 

world with the introduction of the eSpinner®—the world’s first touch-screen display-controlled 

indoor cycling bike. The eSpinner® finally brought instructor-led coaching and heart rate training 

straight to riders in the comfort of their own home. MDA was awarded patent protection on the 

core functionality of this revolutionary product. 

     The eSpinner®  
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6. For the home market, MDA currently manufactures a line of connected Spinner® 

bikes and a complete line of Spinning-branded apparel and accessories. In 2018, MDA unveiled 

the new Active and Performance Series lines of Spinner® bikes, all high-quality bikes designed for 

the home that provide studio-grade quality, ergonomics and functionality. Each of the bike models 

in the Active and Performance Series was carefully designed and meticulously engineered to 

provide authentic studio experience for riders at home. In addition, the Spinning Digital and 

Spinning Digital+ apps provide users at home with the ability to access studio quality classes from 

top Spinning instructors from around the world with classes in both English and Spanish. 

7. In the commercial market, MDA works with Precor® to manufacture and distribute 

the Spinning® line of commercial indoor cycling bikes. The collaboration leverages Precor’s global 

operations and MDA’s expertise in indoor cycling bikes, programs and education to provide gyms 

and studios with everything they need to offer great classes and expert instruction. 

    The Spinner Chrono® manufactured by Precor® 
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